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reusability, and the flexibility to change the interaction policies
between components by means of the separate treatment of
functional and coordination concerns. However, a serious
limitation of these models, with regard to their usability, is that
they do not provide support to manage the coordination
constraints from the early stages in the software life cycle. That
makes the adoption of a particular coordination model or
language more difficult during the detailed design or
implementation phases, due to the fact that coordination aspects
are implicit and dispersed along all the components present in the
system model, and now it is necessary to express explicitly the
coordination aspect in a separate way from the functional one, to
be able to apply a specific coordination model. Dealing with the
specification of complex systems, coordination models should be
encompassing a methodology that supports the separation of
concerns throughout the whole software development process.
Such methodology should be based on the use of formal
techniques providing strictness and allowing the demonstration of
properties that the specifications must satisfy.

ABSTRACT
Rewriting logic has been revealed as a powerful tool to represent
concurrent and state-transitions aspects in a declarative way,
providing an adequate environment to specify and execute system
representations. Moreover, rewriting logic is reflective, allowing
for the definition of operations that transform, combine and
manipulate specification modules by making use of the logic
itself. Taking advantage of these capabilities, this paper presents a
set of tools based on the rewriting logic language Maude to
express the specifications of component-based systems with
important coordination constraints, where coordination aspects
are treated as separate components from functional ones. This
representation allows for the testing of the system behavior from
the early stages in the development process by executing the
specifications. In addition, the development of basic coordination
patterns using UML is presented to describe the coordination
relationships between components in any system, providing a
standard notation that complements the tools of the proposal.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

Among the varieties of logics on which the formal specification
techniques are based, rewriting logic has been revealed as a well
suited base to express the system specifications in concurrent and
state transition environments. Moreover, rewriting logic supports
a wide spectrum of applications for developing prototypes,
parallel execution and transformations. In addition, the reflective
capability of this logic makes it a powerful tool to express the
system specifications and to develop applications by
transforming, checking and manipulating the logic itself.

D.2.1 Requirements/Specifications (D.3.1)
D.2.2 Design Tools and Techniques
D.2.4 Software/Program Verification (F.3.1)

General Terms
Performance, Design, Standardization, Languages, Verification.

Keywords

In particular, this work focuses on the execution of specifications
from the early stages of the life cycle, to validate and test the
system behavior imposed by the coordination constraints between
components. The use of Maude language [1] supporting rewriting
logic is proposed. This choice is motivated by Maude's
capabilities not only to specify and execute the system
coordination requirements, but also to construct tools that
manipulate the system specifications and transform them from a
representation which is closer to designers to a more detailed and

Coordination Requirements, Behavior Simulation, Accordance
Checker, Coordination Patterns.
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INTRODUCTION

The need to develop more and more complex systems has enabled
the improvement in languages and models to manage the
coordination constraints between system components, promoting
1
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concerns described for each component from concerns related to
the interactions between components starting from the
requirements definition in the development process.

complex representation that specifies the mechanisms needed to
perform the coordination concerns.
This supposes accepting specifications which adopt the syntax of
a coordination model, and which transform them into representtations detailing how the coordination mechanisms act to simulate
the coordinated behavior by executing this last representation.

Simulation by means of the execution of the model is the
technique that best permits the observation and testing of the
system dynamic properties. Often the simulation techniques by
formal specifications execution, named animation techniques,
required the translation of the specification to an imperative
programming language like C++ or Java to be executed [10,11].
However, the different abstraction levels of the languages used to
specify and to animate the model can provoke lack of precision
and fidelity between both representations. This justifies the use of
formal techniques allowing the execution of specifications to
check the system behavior when implementation details have not
yet been described.

As the detailed representation can be refined along the software
development process with features of design and implementation,
a tool to check the accordance between representations of
different abstraction levels is required. This tool manipulates
specifications, and it is developed in the rewriting logic itself,
making use of the reflective capability.
With these aims, we have developed COFRE (Coordination
Formal Requirements Environment) [2], a set of tools considering
all the above features, providing a methodology to make the
system specification easy based on formal and graphic techniques,
and dealing with coordination constraints from the early stages in
the software development process. As regards benefits, changing
and reusing components and coordination patterns from
requirements are more systematic and pleasant tasks; in addition,
the system behavior can be simulated by executing the formal
specifications, simplifying the validation process, and the use of a
model checker allows for the verification of the accordance
between specifications in different abstraction levels.

Particularly, in coordination systems, special attention must be
paid to guaranteeing that the final behavior obtained in the
composed application is semantically coherent. That means
verifying whether gluing together a coordination policy and a set
of components in an application (which can have been coded and
checked separately) will produce the expected behavior, and
whether the addition or change of coordination constraints will
produce conflicts with the current behavior.
Because the adoption of a coordination model means specifying
the system constraints in a more detailed way, it is necessary to
guarantee the accordance of this representation with regard to the
initial requirements definition by means of a verification process
checking that the interaction between the system components are
maintained.

In order to provide a standard notation to specify the system
coordination constraints, we have developed a set of basic
coordination patterns in UML that can be combined to express
any kind of coordination constraints between the components of a
system, even the most complex. Although these patterns are
proposed to complete COFRE, they can also be used
independently of this set of tools and the coordination model or
language in which the system will be implemented.

3 COFRE: SPECIFYING COORDINATION
SYSTEMS
In this section, the above topics are focused on, proposing
COFRE to make the specification and validation process easier
for both software engineers and users. This proposal is based on
the use of the formal language Maude to express the different
representations of the system specifications and as a language in
which the tools that manipulate and transform these specifications
are implemented.

The structure of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2
the motivation for this work is presented. The steps of our
proposal which makes use of a language based on rewriting logic
to represent the system model along the software development
process are described in Section 3. Section 4 gives an overview of
the work in progress, describing the design of coordination
patterns and their integration into the proposal. Finally, Section 5
provides the conclusions.

Maude is an executable algebraic language based on rewriting
logic, that describes the specifications in a concurrent and nondeterministic way. The specifications can be executed by means
of reducing terms in equations and rewrite rules performed by the
interpreter provided by the language, which facilitates its use for
prototyping and for checking the specifications behavior.

2 MOTIVATIONS
In recent years a wide range of tools combining both graphical
and formal techniques have been developed with the aim of
making software development easier. These tools can express in a
detailed way the static and dynamic aspects of the system. But,
initial requirements making use of these techniques are expressed
in a global way which makes it difficult to adopt an architectural
or design technique based on the separation of concerns
(including coordination constraints). Particularly, in coordination
environments, the adoption of a coordination language requires
the separation of the specification of the coordination behavior
from the functional one. But this task is delegated to designers or
programmers starting from a conceptual model where these
concerns are mixed. By avoiding this problem, the development
processes are made more agile and consistent. Consequently, we
proposed a set of tools named COFRE, based on the use of a
rewriting logic language that tries to separate the functional

Maude allows for the definition of functional modules containing
operations and equations, system modules also containing rewrite
rules and object modules that are system modules allowing the
specification of features concern to O-O paradigm. The use of
rewrite rules is particularly appropriate to represent state
transitions in systems of concurrent objects, where a configuration
formed by the object instances and the current messages present
in the system determine the system state in each moment. Maude
provides specific definitions and operations to efficiently manage
system configurations.
These are the capabilities that make the use of Maude appropriate
to represent the different abstraction level specifications of the
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system as well as to manipulate the specifications themselves,
being the language in which part of the tools composing COFRE
are implemented.

4. The behavior simulation of the system can be tested and
validated after each iteration in the refinement of the
development process.

The methodology under COFRE proposes the use of IRD
diagrams to represent the system components and their
interactions from requirements analysis. IRDs have a corresponding specification in Maude language. However, this
representation is not executable, because a specific coordination
model needs to be adopted, but it is necessary to check the
accordance of subsequent detailed specifications with regard to
the initial requirements. COFRE adopts a specific coordination
model and generates, starting from this initial specification, the
equivalent specification making use of the coordination model
syntax. This specification can be transformed in a more detailed
Maude representation, expressing all the artifacts to represent the
coordination aspects. This more detailed representation can be
executed to simulate the system coordinated behavior [3],
contributing to the system validation. Moreover, the specification
adopting the coordination model can be verified with respect to
the initial formal representation of the IRD to determine their
accordance making use of the accordance checker, developed for
this purpose. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the
method.

5. The accordance with regard to the requirements expressed
in the system IRD can be checked.

In
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COORDMAUDE
(omod ELMT_ticket-machine is
protecting DefELEMENT .
class ticket-machine .
subclass ticket-machine < Elmt .
msg Give : Oid -> Msg .
msg Collect : Oid -> Msg .
endom)

IRD Formal
Representation
Constraint: < Event(sync, EoP, Collect('T)) or
Event(sync, EoP, Read-sticker('O))> Action (Rise('B))>
< 'Car_Park : IRD | ElmtSet : 'T 'B 'TL 'O ,
RelSet : 'pass-Ok 'entry-Ok > .
endom )

CR Syntax
Interface
(Class ticket-machine Methods Collect Give endClass)
(Class barrier Methods Rise Pull-down endClass)
(Class optic-reader Method Read_stick endClass)
(Class traffic-light State Pass (true false)
Attributes ...
Methods In Out
Oper In = ... *** Methods sentences not shown ***
endClass)

CR
Representation
(Coord Entry_Ok DefRol X method MObj1; Y method MObj2 endDefRol
DefEvent Syn SR Event MObj1_Terminated for MObj1
Exec Termination_MObj1 ;
Syn BoP Event Request_MObj2 for MObj2
Constr MObj1_Processed? endDefEvent
Oper Termination_MObj1 = (MObj1_Processed = true ) ;
Oper MObj1_Processed? = (Aux = MObj1_Processed ;
MObj1_Processed = false ;
return Aux )
endCoord)

COORDINATION PATTERN DESIGN

Design patterns [6] are common solutions accepted as being
correct for specific design problems. They constitute an appreciated tool to improve of the quality of software development.

CR
Coordinated Roles

1

2

Pull_down

Each coordination component imposes a coordination pattern
structured as a set of roles. A role represents each of the
characters that can be played in a coordination pattern. Behavior
components will have to adopt these roles in order to be
coordinated. For each role, coordination components specify the
set of events required to represent the desired coordination
constraints. The binding between coordinators and components to
be coordinated is done at run-time via composition syntax.

Out

TL
Pass_Ok

Give
Collect

The transition to the design stage is made by adopting the
exogenous coordination model Coordinated Roles (CR) [4]. CR is
inspired by IWIM model [5] and based on the Event Notification
Protocols (ENP) mechanism. This mechanism allows a
coordinator component to ask for the occurrence of an event in
another component, and the notifications can be asked for in a
synchronous and an asynchronous way. The process must be
transparent for the components to be coordinated.

In order to take the advantage of using design patterns and
applying them to the coordination aspects, we are working on the
definition of a set of coordination patterns. These coordination
patterns are specified using some diagrams of UML [7], to
provide a standard representation that facilitates their use. We are
starting with the definition of patterns representing basic
coordination events and patterns representing the coordinators to
develop the solution to problems in coordinated environments, in
a level of abstraction independent of the programming language
or the platform used.

(omod Car_Park is
protecting COORD_entry-ok[tic-to-NOT, opt-to-NOT, bar-to-NOT] .
protecting COORD_pass-ok[tra-to-NOT, opt-to-NOT, tic-to-NOT] .
protecting DefSeqMsg .
op init : -> Configuration .
eq init =
< 'PO : pass-ok[tra-to-NOT, opt-to-NOT, tic-to-NOT] |
Processed : false, ACKY : false,
ACKZ : false, Confirm : false,
actList : none >
< 'EO : entry-ok[tic-to-NOT, opt-to-NOT, bar-to-NOT] |
ProcessedX : false, ProcessedY : false,
ACK : false, Confirm : false,
actList : none >
< 'TL : traffic-light | Capacity : 3, Green : true,
state : (Setstate('Pass, false)),
UnLock : none , Faction : none , actList : none >
< 'TM : ticket-machine | UnLock : none , Faction : none ,
actList : none >
< 'OR : optic-reader | UnLock : none , Faction : none ,
actList : none >
< 'B : barrier | UnLock : none , Faction : none , actList : none >
< 'NT1 : Notifier[tic-to-NOT] | Obj : ('TM), NBlock : 0,
Trigg : (Collect('TM)), NotProc : 0,
LNotif : (notif(EoP,1,0,1,0) nil) >
< 'NT2 : Notifier[tic-to-NOT] | Obj : ('TM), NBlock : 0,
Trigg : (Give('TM)), NotProc : 0,
LNotif : (notif(BoP,1,0,1,0) nil) >
< 'NO1 : Notifier[opt-to-NOT] | Obj : ('OR), NBlock : 0,
Trigg : (read-sticker('OR)), NotProc : 0,
LNotif : (notif(BoP,1,0,1,0) notif(EoP, 1,0,0,0) nil) >
< 'NB1 : Notifier[bar-to-NOT] | Obj : ('B), NBlock : 0,
Trigg : (Rise('B)), NotProc : 0,
LNotif : (notif(BoP,1,0,1,0) nil) >
< 'NB2 : Notifier[bar-to-NOT] | Obj : ('B), NBlock : 0,
Trigg : (Pull-down('B)), NotProc : 0,
LNotif : nil >
< 'NS1 : Notifier[tra-to-NOT] | Obj : ('TL), NBlock : 0,
Trigg : (in('TL)), NotProc : 0,
LNotif : nil >
< 'NS2 : Notifier[tra-to-NOT] | Obj : ('TL), NBlock : 0,
Trigg : (out('TL)), NotProc : 0,
LNotif : nil >
< 'NS3 : Notifier[tra-to-NOT] | Obj : ('TL), NBlock : 0,
Trigg : (Setstate('Pass, true)),
NotProc : 0, LNotif : (notif(SR,1,0,1,0) nil) >
< 'S : seqmsg | ListMsg : (in('TL) ; read-sticker('OR) ; Give('TM) ;
in('TL) ; Rise('B) ; Pull-down('B) ;
Give('TM) ; Collect('TM) ; Rise('B) ;
Pull-down('B) ; none) > .
endom)
(rew init .)

Executable
representation of
CR

Accordance Checker

The coordination patterns are developed with the aim of being
widely applied, and with the purpose of being integrated in
developing tools making use of UML. However, we propose to
integrate coordination patterns in COFRE, to provide a standard
notation that improves this set of tools and facilitates its use and
its comprehension.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of COFRE method steps
Figure 1 shows the main steps of COFRE:
1. The main system components, their external interface and
the interaction rules of the system are expressed using
Interelement Relation Diagrams (IRDs). IRDs are used to
specify the cooperation rules (coordinated interactions)
between components in a graphical way.

The coordination pattern integration is divided into three phases
that are shown in figure 2:
Phase 1: This phase includes several steps:
•

2. The system IRD has a Maude representation allowing for
verification of the agreement of a detailed Maude specification
with regard to the original requirements expressed in the IRD.
3. The system specification can adopt a specific coordination
model making use of its syntax, and this specification has a
Maude representation of the coordination details permitting the
model execution.

Specification of the events and the coordinators in a Class
Diagram. Thus, it will define the static part of the system, the
functional and singular aspects of each of its components of
it. Also, the coordination aspects will be defined, that is, the
system coordinated behaviour with the Interaction Diagrams
of UML, composed of two kind of diagrams:
− The Sequence Diagrams, showing the messages
temporary ordination of the different objects in the
system. The behavior and the role of the coordinator or
coordinators in an action will be shown in these diagrams.
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− The Collaboration Diagrams, showing the structural organization of the objects, that is, the set of messages sent
and received between different objects in a collaboration.
•

•

using IRDs. The formal representation of IRDs in Maude
avoids ambiguity, adding precision to the model.
2. The adoption of a specific coordination model is facilitated
from early stages in the development process due to the
separation of functional and coordination concerns.

Generation of the formal definition of the system in Maude.
Starting from this representation the sequence of steps
proposed in COFRE can be applied to obtain a representation
of the system in CoordMaude and to simulate the system
behaviour.

3. The features and event notification protocols are represented in
Maude to make use of the rewrite engine of the language and
with the aim to simulate the system behavior with different
configurations.

A detailed system specification is obtained independent of
the platform and the programming language to be
implemented. This solution will be saved in a repository
together the documentation generated. The coordinated
patterns are proposed to be reused and the documentation
generated could be exploited to help in their reutilization.

4. The system representation making use of the CR syntax is
possible, using CoordMaude that extends Maude, to accept
specifications made on CR and generating all the mechanisms
needed for the representation of the coordination model in
Maude, in order to execute the system specifications.

Phase 2: This phase will consist of the development of a tool
(black arrow number 1 in the figure 2) that transforms the Class
and the Interaction Diagrams of Phase 1 to the IRD diagrams of
COFRE. In this way, the development of the coordinated system
is performed in the analysis phase with COFRE and in the design
phase with the tools developed in phase 1. Thus, it will be
necessary to develop a new tool (black arrow number 2 in figure
2) to check the accordance between the results of both phases.

5. Formal representation of IRDs can be checked with the
specifications resulting from applying the coordination model
to determine whether the accordance between both
representations is maintained.
The definition of basic and generic coordination patterns in a
standardized notation like UML allows the system specification to
be expressed in an independent way from the tools used for the
developing process and the coordination model adopted for the
implementation of the system. The specification of complex coordination constraints can be made by combining basic coordination
patterns, maintaining the separation of the coordination and the
functional aspects of the systems. This separation contributes to
making the software development and modification easier.

Phase 3: In this phase, a tool will be developed to allow the
inverse process to the explained one in phase 2; that is, a tool that
converts the IRD diagram to the corresponding UML diagrams.
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